1 S. Coakley, "Introduction-Gender, Trinitarian Analogies, and the Pedagogy of The Song", in:
Ead. (ed.), Rethinking Gregory of Nyssa, Malden 2003, 1-14, here 11 (my emphasis). 2 I had in mind there, of course, the enormously significant and influential wartime monograph on Nyssen by J. Daniélou, Platonisme et théologie mystique: Essai sur la doctrine spirituelle de Saint Grégoire de Nysse, Paris 19441, 19532 , with its analysis of Gregory's so-called "doctrine spirituelle", its account of his theory of "mystical experience". While Daniélou brought the late commentary works of Gregory into the public eye to enormous new effect, it might be said that he had subtly re-directed Gregory's intentions to his own purposes (his particular interests in "spirituality" and the so-called "natural desire for God" beloved of the emerging leaders of la nouvelle théologie), and thus according to the intellectual and philosophical fashions of his era. On this significant point of context, see my article "Gregory of Nyssa", in: P.L. 4 If what I argue here already sounds somewhat familiar, then, it will simply be because this paradigm shift in interpretation has, happily-at least in some circlesalready become a reality. But perhaps nonetheless I may still add something to its force by a certain retrospective clarification, even systematization, of the effects of that shift for a full account of Gregory's trinitarianism, since the matter clearly still remains contentious in the context of Dogmengeschichte.5 Yet I make that claim of systematization, of course, with a due sense of irony: Gregory himself is no "systematic" thinker whatever (especially not in the modern sense), but simply discourses freely in the genre appropriate to a particular context. Thus there are certain dangers-not least of anachronistic impositionin attempting to "tidy up" after him in the way I propose. Nonetheless, I shall argue there is something important to be gained by focussing schematically on the distinctive new dimensions of trinitarian thinking which emerge only in the Song commentary, and the methodological significance of these shifts for any nuanced contemporary teaching about the doctrine of the Trinity in Gregory.
The main problem that confronts us in the Song commentary, of course, is the seemingly random, erratic, and exotic imprecision of trinitarian imagery which permeates the text, qua commentary, in contrast with the earlier apologetic treatises on the Trinity waged against late Arianism and purportedly primarily devoted to philosophical rigour and clarity-precisely for the purposes of warding off doctrinal error.6 A modern Lacanian might say that Gregory
